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ON THE REGULATOR PROBLEM FOR 
A CLASS OF LTI SYSTEMS WITH DELAYS1 
B E R N A R D I N O C A S T I L L O - T O L E D O A N D E D U A R D O N Ú Ň E Z - P É R E Z 
This paper deals with the problem of tracking a reference signal while maintaining the 
stability of the closed loop system for linear time invariant systems with delays in the 
states. We show that conditions for the existence of a solution to this problem (the so-
called regulation problem), similar to those known for the case of delay-free linear systems, 
may be given. We propose a solution for both the state and error feedback regulation. 
Keywords: linear systems, regulator theory, delay systems 
AMS Subject Classification: 93C05 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Tracking a reference signal is a typical problem in control theory.- In particular, for 
time invariant systems, the problem of designing a controller in such a way that a 
plant follows a reference signal as near as possible while maintaining the stability of 
the plant-controller system, the so-called regulation problem, has been addressed ei­
ther in the linear case (see, for example [4], or [13], in which a complete solution has 
been given) and in the nonlinear setting [8]. However, for dynamical systems that in­
clude time delays, the regulation problem has been only partially addressed. Typical 
examples of such systems are economic fluctuations, mass transportation, mixing, 
etc. Time delays appear also when the time between measurements, computation of 
the control strategy and application of the input signals are significant. 
Several works dealing with systems with delays can be found in the literature, 
for example [1, 11] for the problem of optimal control and [9, 12] for the problem 
of stabilization. [3] has addressed the problem of tracking a polynomial signal for 
a linear system with delays, while [14] presents a method for designing a hybrid 
structure for a class of linear delay systems. More recently, [10] deals with robust 
tracking and model following controller for a class of uncertain time-delay systems. 
In this paper, we study the regulation problem of linear time invariant (LTI) 
systems with delays in the states for both state and error feedback. Using similar 
arguments to those given in the delay-free linear case, we show that under additional 
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assumptions, it is possible to find conditions under which the respective regulation 
problem for the system with delays has a solution. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the regulation problem 
for systems with delays for both the state and error feedback. In Section 3 we 
derive conditions for the solvability of the state feedback regulation problem and in 
Section 4 we present the same for the error feedback regulation problem. In Section 
5 an illustrative example show the performance of the proposed scheme. Finally, 
some conclusions are presented in Section 6. In the Appendix we have some results 
about the solvability of linear matrix equations that we use in the proofs of some 
theorems. 
2. THE REGULATION PROBLEM FOR A CLASS OF LTI SYSTEMS 
WITH DELAYS 
Let us consider a linear time invariant system with delays subject to an external 
disturbance signal, described by 
Iv 
x(t) = ] T Aix(t - n) + Bu(t) + Pw(t) (1) 
2 = 0 
w(t) = Sw(t) (2) 
e(t) = Cx(t)-Rw(t) (3) 
x(t0 + s) = ip(s) (4) 
where x G iRn, u G iRm, e G iRp, w G Mq and r2- are real positive time delays, 
with 0 = To < T\ < . . . < rIv; and the initial condition <p(s) 1s a continuous function 
defined on [—rIv,0]. Equation (2) describes an external reference and/or distur­
bance signal generator, while equation (3) describes the output tracking error signal 
between the system output and a reference signal. 
The problem we face here is designing a feedback controller to guarantee the 
tracking performance. The structure of this controller depends of the amount of 
information available from the system. The most convenient situation is when we 
have all the information available, namely, the complete states x(t) and w(t) of the 
system and the exosystem respectively. This is the case of a state feedback regulator. 
However, normally only a partial set of state variables is available, usually in the 
form of outputs y(t) of the system and some reference signals. This is defined as the 
error feedback regulator problem. 
More formally, the State Feedback Regulation Problem w i th Delays 
(SFRPD) can be stated as the problem of finding, if possible, a feedback 
Iv 
u(ť) = ^ Kix(t - n) + Tw(t) (5) 
i=0 
such that: 
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SSD- The equilibrium point x(t) =0 of the closed loop system without perturbations 
x(t) = (Ao+BK0)x(t) + (A1+BK1)x(t-T1) + '-- + (AN + BKN)x(t-TN) (6) 
is asymptotically stable. That means, for any initial condition ip : [to — 
TIv,£n] -> IRn the corresponding solution x(t) of (6), satisfies x(t) -> 0 as 
t —r oo. 
RSD- limt_>00e(£) = 0. 
In the same way, the Er ror Feedback Regulation Problem with Delays 
( E F R P D ) can be then formulated as the problem of finding a dynamical controller 
Iv Iv 
^(t) = Yl Fiti* ~ T*) + ] C Li\C*{t - Ti) - Rw(t - Ti)] 
2=0 i=0 
IV 
u(t) = Y,Kit(t-Ti) (7) 
i=0 
such that: 
SED- The equilibrium point of the composed system 
IV IV 
x(t) = J^Aixit-Tj + ^BKiW-Tj 
2 = 0 1 = 0 
IV IV 
i(t) = Y.Fi^t-T^ + Y.LiCx^-Ti) 
i = 0 i = 0 
is asymptotically stable. 
RED. For any initial condition (#(0),£(0),uv(0)) the solution (x(t),£(t),w(t)) of the 
closed loop system (1), (3), (7) is such that 
lim e(t) = 0. 
t—>oo 
3. THE STATE FEEDBACK REGULATOR PROBLEM 
To propose a solution to this problem, the following instrumental assumptions are 
considered: 
H I . All the eigenvalues of S lie on the closed right side of the complex plane. 
H2 . There exist matrices Ko, • • •, KN and symmetric matrices Q > 0 and M asso-
ciated with the Lyapunov equation 
(A0 + BK0)
TQ + Q(A0 + BK0) + (N + 1)M = 0 
satisfying 
M > 0 
M - E i l i Q(Ai + BKi)M~l(Ai + BKi)TQ > 0. 
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It can be shown that if assumption H2 holds, then the equilibrium point of system 
(6) is asymptotically stable [15]. This property will be used in the following to design 
the controller. 
Remark 1. It should be noted that Assumption H2 implies that the stabilization 
properties do not depend on the delay values. This condition, which can be also 
expressed in terms of equivalent LMI's as in [2], could be in some sense conservative, 
since in many systems the magnitude of the delay may influence directly the stability 
properties. 
We state first the following result. 
Lemma 2. Assume that HI and H2 hold. Then, for u(t) given by (5), condition 
RSD) is satisfied if there exists a solution X to the matrix equations 
Iv 
XS = ~2(Ai + BKi)Xe~TiS + Pc (8) 
i=0 
0 = CX - R, (9) 
where PC = BT + P. 
P r o o f . Let us consider the function x(t) = x(t) — Xw(t). Thus 
i(t) = (A0 + BK0)(x(t) + Xw(t)) + (Ax + BK^^t - n ) + Xw(t - n ) ) 
+ -" + (AN + BKN)(x(t - TN) + Xw(t - TN)) 
+BTw(t) + Pw(t) - XSw(t) 
Since w = Sw, we obtain 
w(t-a) = e~aSw(t). (10) 
Rearranging the terms, we have that 
Iv / Iv \ 
'x(t) = J2(Ai + BKi)x(t -Ti)+l ]T(A; + BKi)Xe~TiS + P + BT-XS\w. 
i=0 \i=0 ) 
Since PC = BT + P then, by (8), we get 
Iv 
i(t) = ^2(Ai + B0Ki)x(t-n). 
i=0 
Thus, from H2 it follows that x(t) —r 0 as t -> oo. 
For the output tracking error, we thus have now that 
e(t) = Cx(t) + (CX - R)w 
and since CX — R = 0, SRD is satisfied, i.e., lim^oo e(t) = 0. 0 
As in the delay-free case, based on Lemma 2, we may now state sufficient condi-
tions for the existence of a solution of the SFRPD. 
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Theorem 3. Assume HI, H2 hold. Then, the SFRPD has a solution if the matrix 
equations 
Iv 
n S = ^AiTLe-^ + BT + P (11) 
i=o 
0 = CU-R (12) 
have a solution n , T. 
P r o o f . The proof can be carried out along the following steps: 
Step 1. Find, if possible, matrices K0, • • • ,KN such that condition H2 holds. 
Step 2. Set T = T - £ ^ 0 KiUe~
TiS. 
Therefore 
Iv / Iv \ 
ns = YjA^e'TiS + B [T + J2KiUe~TiS + P 
i=0 \ i=0 J 
0 = CU-R, 
from where 
Iv 
US = J2(A{ + BKi)Ue~
TiS + BT + P 
i=0 
or equivalently 
n 5 = Y,(Ai + B0Ki)Ue~
TiS + Pc 
i=0 
By the previous equation and equation (12), the theorem follows from Lemma 2 
if we define X = n. • 
Remark 4. Equations (11) - (12) express the existence of a subspace x = Uw that 
is rendered invariant by u = Tw, on which the output, tracking error is zeroed. In 
fact, we have that 
Iv 
x(t) = USw(t) = J ] AiUw(t - n) + BTw(t) + Pw(t) (13) 
2=0 
0 = CUw(t)-Rw(t). (14) 
Using (10), (13)-(14) implies, for all w(t), 
USw = l^2AiUe~TiS+ BT + P)W 
0 = (CU-R)w. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of universal solvability of 
equations (11)-(12) is given by the following result. 
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T h e o r e m 5. Equations (11) - (12) are universally solvable, i. e., have a solution IT 
and T for every P and R given, if and only if 
rank EІ0AІЄ-^-XI B 
C 0 
= n + p yXea(S). (15) 
P r o o f . In order to prove this theorem we use Theorem 10 of the Appendix. 
Equations (11)-(12) can be written as 
_ p , , . „ , , „ , N 
R (í? S ) ( ? ) + E ( î ! ) ( ? ) « - ' 
- ( . ! ) ( ? ) ' 
which clearly has the form (35) if we define D\ = / , F)2 = S, Di — e
 Ti~2S, for 
3 < i < N + 2. 
Since e~TiSe~TjS = e~TjSe~TiS, the assumption of Theorem 10 holds. Now, let 
us take an eigenvector v of 5, i.e., Sv — Xv for A G <J(S), then, Skv — Xkv and 
eaSv = eaXv. Thus, the eigentuples of (Di , . . . ,D^) have the form 
X = (l,X,e-Tl\---,e-T»x), 
from where the equation (36) is 
Iv 
<«*>=(£ o ) + 5 ( . ! ) • - " - ( o 
for all A G cr(S'). Finally, since G(X) has full row rank iff (15) is satisfied, the proof 
of the theorem follows from Theorem 10. • 
4. THE ERROR FEEDBACK REGULATOR PROBLEM 
For this case, in a similar way to the state feedback we prove first a result which will 
be used later to provide a solution to the problem considered. 
L e m m a 6. Assume HI. Suppose there exists a feedback law (7) for which condition 
SED holds. Then, condition RED also holds if and only if there exist matrices n 
and * which solve the linear equations 
Iv Iv 
us = j2AiUe~TiS + ^2B^e~TiS+p (16) 
î = 0 i=0 
IV 
Ф5 = Y_]FiУe-TiS 
i=0 
0 = CU-R. 
(17) 
(18) 
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P r o o f . First we consider the closed loop system 
IV IV 
x(t) = J2 Aix(t - TІ) + J2 ВДf (* - TІ) + Pw(ť) 
i=0 i=0 
IV N N 
І(t) = Y^Ąţ(t-Ti) + Y^LiCx(t-Ti)-^2LiRw(t-Ti). 
i=0 i=0 i=0 
Consider now the coordinates transformation x = x — IIuv, f = £ — tyw. In the 
new coordinates thus defined, the equations which describe the closed loop system 














E l l o AilIe-TiS + E i l o BKiVe-TiS + P-IIS 
E " o F^e~TiS + E l l o LiCUe-TiS - Z*Lo LiRe~TiS - * S 
Rearranging the terms of matrix A from equation (4) we have the equation 
IV 
п 
Ф * = £ 








In order to obtain the conditions under which (19) has a solution we apply The­
























, G2 = 
= 3,...,N + 2, Z = 
П 
Ф 
D2 = S,Di = e~
Ti-2S, i = 3,...,N + 2, Q = 




A = (l,A,e —гiA _—ГJVA )• 
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Then from Theorem 10 the equation (19) has a solution and is unique if the ma­
trix (36) has full row rank, 2n + q,VA G * ( S ) , for every joint eigentupla A = 
(Ai,. . . , AIv+2) °f C-̂ ij • • • >£*Iv+2)j where in this case 
G(Л) = 
A0 BKo ' 
LQC Fo 
-
" / 0 
0 / 
Now the ESD condition implies that 










x(t - TІ) 
І(t~Ti) 
is "stable. 
If the matrices II and * that satisfy (19) exist, then A = 0 and from equation 
(4.) it follows that x(t) -> 0 and i(t) -» 0, therefore x(t) -> Uw(t) and £(t) -> &w(t) 
as t -r 00. The error mapping e(t) = Cx(t) — Rw(t) tends in the limit to 
e(t) = (CU-R)w(t). 
Since the exosystem is antistable, then e(t) —> 0 if and only if 
en - R = 0. 
Thus ERD holds if and only if the unique solution II and * of (19) satisfies also 
(18). 
Prom the first block of the equation (19) we obtain 
IV IV 
US = J2 4,ne-ri5 + Y^ BKi^e~TiS + P 
i=0 i=0 
that coincides with equation (16). 
From the second block of the equation (19) we take the following 




Y LiCne~TiS + J2 FiVe-TiS - Y LiRe~Ti 
i=0 i=0 »  
TV J V 
= Y,Li[CIl - R]e~TiS + Y Fi^e-Ti 
i=0 i=0 
Taking into account that CII — R = 0 yields 
Iv 
^s = Y^e~Ti 
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We have seen in the previous section that the problem of output regulation can 
be solved by a feedback law (5), which depends on the states of the system and those 
of the exosystem. For the error feedback case, since these states are not completely 
available, we will use a state observer to provide this information. 
We recall the extended system described by 
JV 
x(t) J2 AiX(t - n) + Bu(t) + Pw(t) 
i = 0 
w(t) = Sw(t) 
e(t) = Cx(t) - Rw(t) 
which can be rewritten as 
N 
xe(t) = J2Aexe(t-Ti) + Bєu(t) (20) 
i=0 
e(t) = Cexe(t) 
where 
xe(t) = ' * ( * ) " 
w(ť) 




s Aє — 




0 , c 
,e = [ c - Д ] . 
І = 1,...,N, 
Now, for the system (20) an observer can be proposed. This observer in the 
present case may take the form 
IV IV 
Í(t) = £ [ A ? - LiCe]ti(t - n) + Beu(t) + Y2 Ue(t - n) (21) 
i=0 i=0 
In order to give conditions of stability of the proposed observer we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let LQ be a matrix such that (A0 — LoC
e) is a stable matrix. Let R 
and M be symmetric matrices associated with the Lyapunov equation 
(Aţ - L0C
eУ R + R(Ae0 - L0C
e) + (N + 1)M = 0 
satisfying 
M > 0 
M - J2R(Ai - UCe)M-x(A\ - LiCe)TR > 0. 
IV 
i=l 
Then the observer described by (21) is asymptotically stable and £(£) —• xe(t) as 
t -» oo. 
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P r o o f . Defining the observation error as 
z(t) = xe(t)-t(t) 
and taking the derivative of the error we have 
IV 





z(t) = (Ae0 -L0C
e)z(t) + (A\ -LxC




and thus, by Theorem 6 in Chapter 4 of [15] we derive the result. • 
Prom the above discussion the procedure to construct the error feedback controller 
may be stated as follows 
Step 1. Calculate matrices K0,..., KN such that the system 
Iv 
x(t) = J2lA* + BKi]x(t - n) 
i=0 
is stable. 
Step 2. Calculate, if possible, a solution II and T of the equations (11)-(12). 








Finally, the controller will have the structure 
N N 









u(ť) = үќi^t-тi) 
i=0 

















Т = Г - 5^ К{Пе-
Т{ •iS 
i=0 
AІ - IĄC + BKІ 




P + L%R + BT- BK0Tl 
S + LţR ғì = 
L°iR - BKill 
L\R 
m Є(t) Є(t) 
І = 1,...,N 
(29) 
, ţ°(t) є Rn, ÍҶÍ) є R", E? є д(n+«)xn, ғl є ñ("+9)x«. 
The fact that this controller solves the problem under consideration is proved in the 
following result. 
Theorem 8. Assume HI, H2 and condition of Theorem 7 hold. Then the EFRPD 
can be solved if and only if there exist matrices n and T which solve the linear 
matrix equations (11) and (12). 
P r o o f . (Necessity) 
Suppose that exist a solution, then by Lemma 6 the equations (11) and (12) hold 
with 
Iv 
T = ^2Ki^e~TiS 
i=0 
IV IV 
П5 = ^ AiUe~TiS + ]Г BЌiЪe-TiS + P. 
i=0 i=0 
(Sufficiency) 
If there exist matrices n and T, then by Theorem 7 we can design the controller 
(25). We will show now that this controller satisfy the condition ESD). 
The subsystem 
І(t) IV = E 
i = 0 
AІ BЌІ 
LІC FІ 
x(t - Ti) 
І(t-Гi) 




Ao BK0 BT 







AІ BKІ 0 
LІC F? F} 
(30) 
x(t - n) 
І°(t-ri) 
iЧt-n) 




A0 BK0 BT 
L%C Ao-L%C + BKo P + L°0R + BT 
LQC —LQC S + LQR 
N 
+E 
i = l 
Using the matrix 
AІ BKІ 0 
L\C AІ-L9C + BKІ LÏR 
L)C -L)C L)R 
7 0 0 
-I I 0 




x(t - Ti) 
í°(t-ri) 
iЧt-n)_ 
for a coordinate transformation, the subsystem takes the form 
W) 
kt) 
A0 + BK0 BK0 BT 
0 A0-L°0C P + L%R 
0 -L\C S + L\R | 
N \ AІ + BKi BKІ 0 
+ £ 0 Ai-L^C L^R 







A0 + BK0 [ BK0 BT ] 
0 Ae0 - L0C





Ai + BKi [BKi 0 ] 
0 Ae - LiCe 
Č(t-ri) 
[ Ф(t - n) 
or equivalently 
Iv N 
Ç(t) = J2[Ai + BKi}at-Ti)+[BKo BT]ф(t) + Y^+[BKi 0]ф(t-тi) 
i=0 i=l 
N 
4>(t) = Y,[Ai-LiCe]4>(t-Ti). 
i=0 
By Theorem 7 we have that (f>(t) -> 0 as t —r oo. Then, since H2 holds we have 
C(t) -> 0 as t -> oo, therefore the condition ESD) holds. 





* ° € R n X í , * 1 €RqXq 
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we have 
ЛГ ЛГ 
Пs = VJ AiUe-TiS + VJ BKiУ°e-TiS + J5TФ1 + P (32) 
ѓ=0 i=0 
which, using (27) and (31) the equation (32) takes the form 
IV 
ns = ^2 ̂ ne-
r i S + Br + p 
i=0 
that is equal to (11). 






AІ - L\C + BKІ 
-L)C 
фOg-TiS + P + LgЯ + BT 
S + LţR 
ф i 
лr 





Е1о ЦСПе-п3 + 8 + Е1о ЦВе-«8 \ 
where 
IV N N 
term = VJ AiUe~TiS - VJ L°CTIe-TiS + ] T BKiUe-
TiS + P 
t=0 i=0 j=0 
N N 
+ VJ LiRe~TiS + BY - VJ BKiUe~TiS 
i=0 i=0 
П Eilo Aine-*
5 - zto Li[cn - R]e-^
5 + BY + p 
S-HZ0Ll[CIl-R}e-
TiS 
EiIo^ne-Ti5 + ^r + p 
which satisfies (11) and (12). Finally (18) also coincides with (12). D 
5. EXAMPLE 
In this section we take an example and we implement the output regulation by state 




1 x(t) + 





' 0 " 
1 
u(t) + 
1 0 ' 
0 1 w(t) 
x(t) = 
y(t) = [ 1 0}x(t). 
x(t-n) + - 1 0 
0 1 
x(t - т2) 
(33) 
(34) 
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In this case the reference signal comes from an exosystem described by: 
w\ = aw2(t) 
w2 = — aw\(t) 
yr(t) = wi(t). 
5.1. State feedback regulation 




, r = [ -3.3623 1.0490 ] 
K0 = [ -6.*4602 -1.6379 ] , Kx = [ 0 -2.0000 ] , K2 = [ 0 -1.0000 ] , 
F2 = [ 5.9555 -0.3102 ] . 
We simulated the system with T\ = 0.5, T2 = 0.8 and a = 1. In Figure 1 we show 
the output y(t) and the reference signal w\(t). Figure 2 shows the tracking error. 
6 8 10 12 14 16 
Fig. 1. SFRPD. Output y(t) = xi(t) vs reference wi(t). 
5.2. Error feedback regulation 
For this case, we obtain 
7.5994 -0.5000 -0.5000 
18.3244 
2.0094 
, Lг = 
0.0000 
0.0000 
, L2 = 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.6173 0.0000 0.0000 
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10 12 14 16 18 20 
























, ғ? = 
En1 
ғè 
















In Figure 3 and 4 we show the reference vs. the output of the system and the 
tracking error respectively. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The regulation problem for a class of LTI system has been addressed for both state 
and error feedback. We have shown that if the problem of stabilization of the delay 
system can be solved, then the regulation condition can be also satisfied on the 
basis of the existence of a solution of certain linear matrix equations. An illustrative 
example shows the performance of the proposed structure. 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Fig. 3. EFRPD. Output y(t) = xi(t) vs reference wi(t). 
The extension to LTI systems with delays both in the states and the inputs is 
also possible under additional considerations of the stabilizability properties of such 
systems. 
APPENDIX: ON THE SOLVABILITY OF LINEAR MATRIX EQUATIONS 
Definition 9. Let (Z)i,...,Z)& ) be a set of commutative m x m matrices. A 
vector A = (Ai, • • •, A*) is a joint eigentuple of (D\,...,£>*) if there exists a common 
corresponding eigenvector, i.e., if there exists v / 0 such that 
DІV = XІV l,...,k 
Theorem 10. [7] Let G{ G R
nxm, D{ 6 R
pxp and suppose DtDj = DjD{ for all 
i,j = l,...,k. Then the equation 
YJGiZDi = Q (35) 
І=l 
is universally solvable (i. e. has a solution Z for every Q) iff G(X) has full row rank 
for every joint eigentuple A = (Ai,.. ., A*) of (Di, • • •, -D*.), where 
G(\) = J2GІXІ. (36) 
i = l 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Fig. 4. EFRPD. Tracking error e(t) = y(t) - wi(t). 
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